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Brand Intelligence

A real-time research and insights platform powering 
cookieless activation strategies

• Global scalability with proprietary panel coverage of 
8 million global users from the world’s leading markets

• Unified data from cross channel sources with 
additional availability to leverage 1st party data

• Real-time analysis of 3.4 billion content engagements 
and consumption trends daily

• Seamless integration that enables Brand Intelligence 
insights for instant activation in Amobee’s DSP
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Each age bracket has unique streaming media 
affinities.

This graph looks at the streaming media 
affinities (skew metrics) based on online 
content consumption by age group. 

Preferences by age bracket show:
● A21-24 favors FuboTV, HBO Max and 

Netflix
● A35-44 has a unique interest around 

Disney+ and ESPN+, indicating that 
this age group is likely to opt into 
streaming packages

● A44+ over-indexes most for streaming 
services including Roku, Sling TV, 
YouTube TV and Peacock 

Amazon Prime Video is the only streaming 
service that is equally preferred across all 
age brackets.

Streaming Media Affinities | Age Brackets | Apr - May 2022



Share of voice indicates streaming services are 
most likely to be utilized on a TV screen.

Streaming Media | Mobile vs TV | SOV | 21+ | Mar - May 2022 This graph displays the share of voice (SOV) 
of streaming media platforms among mobile 
and TV associations from the past three 
months.  

SOV analysis shows:
● All streaming media platforms are 

engaged with in relation to TV over 
mobile

● IMBD TV has the highest SOV around 
mobile compared to the other 
streaming platforms (39%)

● HBOMax has the highest association 
to TV (97%)

Streaming services are most likely to be 
utilized on a TV screen vs a mobile screen. 



The cost of streaming services is a growing concern 
which is fueling the demand for free TV content.
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Trending Content | Watching TV | Feb - Apr 2022 The images to the left represent the top 
content pieces around watching tv trends.

Trend analysis shows:
● Interest and research into couples’ 

unique streaming habits
● As cord-cutting becomes mainstream, 

consumer complaints about the cost 
of streaming TV content increases 

● Resources and new services around 
free streaming are growing in 
popularity

● Consumers in the US are looking at 
future TV trends in the UK which 
include watching TV from self-driving 
cars 



Social media sites are most utilized by users A21-34.

Social Media Consumption | Age Brackets | Apr - May 2022 This graph looks at the social media 
consumption (%) based on site visitation by 
age group. 

Social media engagement shows:
● Over 40% of each age bracket visits 

Facebook
● A21-24 utilizes Twitter the most 

compared to the other age brackets
● LinkedIn is most popular among users 

A21-44
● Whatsapp is used most by A35-44 

Users A21-34 have the highest overall 
consumption for social media sites. The 
most popular among this age bracket include 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn.



The larger social media platforms (TikTok and 
Facebook) have the highest association to mobile.

Social Media | Mobile vs Desktop | SOV | 21+ | Mar - May 2022 This graph displays the share of voice (SOV) 
of social media platforms among mobile and 
desktop associations from the past three 
months.  

SOV analysis shows:
● All social media platforms are 

engaged with in relation to mobile 
over desktop

● TikTok has the highest SOV around 
mobile compared to the other social 
platforms (92%)

● Pinterest has the highest association 
to desktop (31%)

Social media are mostly utilized on a mobile 
screen. The larger the platform (with users) 
have the higher association to mobile use.



Why we’re different: 
Amobee panel universe

All data is double opt in 
and weighted nationally 
for census representation

With a focus on precision 
over scale and quality 
over quantity.

Amobee is in year 4 of a sophisticated 
consumer panel strategy that merges TV, 
web and social behaviors to the Amobee 
household graph for the purpose of 
planning, activation and measurement.

Nielsen 
AMRLD

220K Users

Social 
Listening

12M Daily 
Engagements

Web
Clickstream

3.5M Users

STB
2.5M Users

ACR
12.6M Users

Amobee
Total US Users

18.8M



Thank You
For more information about how you can 
pull insights like these with Amobee Brand 
Intelligence, contact us today.

https://www.amobee.com/company/contact-us/

